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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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Basic Game 
Unit #1 basic game


Introduction


Using the game/physics engine matter.js we can try to recreate the 
famous Angry Bird game. This is not the total finished game but a very 
good starting point. Use it to explore other games and add in this game/
physics engine. 


The way to learn is to practice and then to try something new applying 
what you have learned.  
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This is our index.html


Games 9.1.1 angry bird basics (part 1)

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/matter-js@0.18.0/
build/matter.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <main>

    </main>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>

<!DOCTYPE html>
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You have already learned how to add files, we will add four more, 

bird.js, 

box.js, 

slingshot.js,  

ground.js


angry bird basics (part 2)

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/matter-js@0.18.0/
build/matter.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <main>

    </main>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

    <script src="bird.js"></script>

    <script src="box.js"></script>

    <script src="slingshot.js"></script>

    <script src="ground.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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All the usual stuff



In box.js create a box class


angry bird basics (part 3)

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.x = x

    this.y = y

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(0, 200, 0)

    rect(this.x, this.y, this.w, this.h)

  }

}
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In the sketch.js create the ground and the box





angry bird basics (part 4)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  ground = new Box(0, height-20, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

}
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Box sitting (almost) on the ground



Add the bird to the bird.js file


Games 9.1.2 bird class (part 1)

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor(x, y, r)

  {

    this.x = x

    this.y = y

    this.r = r

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    circle(this.x, this.y, this.r)

  }

}
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In sketch.js we create our bird


bird class (part 2)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  ground = new Box(0, height-20, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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We now have a bird, a box and the 
ground



Create the world and the engine for matter.js in sketch.js (we will not 
bother with the aliases) 


Games 9.1.3 world and engine (part 1)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world 

  ground = new Box(0, height-20, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 25)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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Add a body to the box in box.js and add rectMode(CENTER) to be in 
keeping with matter.js, this also means we have to change the sketch


world and engine (part 2)

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(0, 200, 0)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Oops we need to fix this in sketch.js



Moving the ground into position


Notes

Now that is sorted 

world and engine (part 3)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world 

  ground = new Box(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 25)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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Add a ground.js file and copy/paste from box.js, change the class to 
Ground and make it static


Games 9.1.4 a ground class (part 1)

ground.js

class Ground

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h)

    this.body.isStatic = true

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(200, 200, 0)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Then reference it is sketch.js


a ground class (part 2)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world 

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 25)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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Making it look a bit nicer



But everything is still hanging in the air, we need to run the engine


a ground class (part 3)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world 

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 25)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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Back to the bird class, now to add it to the world


Notes

The sizing of the circle is different between p5.js and matter.js 

Games 9.1.5 add world to bird class

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor(x, y, r)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.circle(x, y, r)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.r = r

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(255)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    circle(0, 0, this.r * 2)

    pop()

  }

}
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Everything settles down



Going to add a mouse constraint so we can sling shot the angry bird we 
need to tell matter.js where it is. A canvas variable is created and options 
passed to the mouse constraint. canvas.elt is short for canvas element. Also 
added pixelDensity() because of the monitor you are using


Games 9.1.6 add mouse constraint

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

function setup() 

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world 

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  box = new Box(450, 300, 50, 75)

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 25)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function draw() 

{
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Notes

You can pick up and move the circle and the box with the mouse. They 
interact with each other and you can now knock the box over.  

  background(220)

  Matter.Engine.update(engine)

  ground.show()

  box.show()

  bird.show()

}
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Adding more boxes and stack them, overwriting the ‘box = new Box()’ line


Games 9.1.7 add more boxes

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)

}
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function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

}
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A stack of boxes, ready to be knocked 
down



Adding the slingshot by creating a file called slingshot.js, we give it lots 
options for stiffness and length etc pointA is the point from which the 
slingshot hangs, the body is the bird (circle)


Games 9.1.8 adding the slingshot (part 1)

slingshot.js

class SlingShot

{

  constructor(x, y, body)

  {

    const options = {

      pointA: {

        x: x,

        y: y

      },

      bodyB: body,

      stiffness: 0.2,

      length: 40

    }

    this.sling = Matter.Constraint.create(options)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.sling)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const posA = this.sling.pointA

    const posB = this.sling.bodyB.position

    line(posA.x, posA.y, posB.x, posB.y)

  }

}
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Add the slingshot to the sketch.js and move the bird over a little


adding the slingshot (part 2)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)
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}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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Now you can pull on the circle (bird)



now to release it in the slingshot.js and the sketch.js through a function 
mouseReleased() and a setTimeOut() function to give it a chance to have 
some velocity


Games 9.1.9 release the slingshot (part 1)

slingshot.js

class SlingShot

{

  constructor(x, y, body)

  {

    const options = {

      pointA: {

        x: x,

        y: y

      },

      bodyB: body,

      stiffness: 0.2,

      length: 40

    }

    this.sling = Matter.Constraint.create(options)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.sling)

  }

  

  fly()

  {

    this.sling.bodyB = null

  }

  

  show()

  {

    if (this.sling.bodyB)

    {
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      const posA = this.sling.pointA

      const posB = this.sling.bodyB.position

      line(posA.x, posA.y, posB.x, posB.y)

    }

  }

}
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And over in the sketch.js


release the slingshot (part 2)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)
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}

function mouseReleased()

{

  setTimeout(() => {slingshot.fly()}, 20)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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Press the space bar to spawn the bird and remove the old one from the 
world


Games 9.1.10 spawn new bird (part 1)

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)
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}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key == ' ')

  {

    Matter.World.remove(world, bird.body)

    bird = new Bird(150, 300, 30)

    slingshot.attach(bird.body)

  }

}

function mouseReleased()

{

  setTimeout(() => {slingshot.fly()}, 20)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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Attaching the body, so that when you press the spacebar you get the 
same bird (circle) back as was.  


spawn new bird (part 2)

slingshot.js

class Slingshot

{

  constructor(x, y, body)

  {

    const options = {

      pointA: {

        x: x,

        y: y

      },

      bodyB: body,

      stiffness: 0.2,

      length: 40

    }

    this.sling = Matter.Constraint.create(options)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.sling)

  }

  

    fly()

  {

    this.sling.bodyB = null

  }

  

  show()

  {

    if (this.sling.bodyB)

    {

      const posA = this.sling.pointA
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      const posB = this.sling.bodyB.position

      line(posA.x, posA.y, posB.x, posB.y)

    }

  }

  

  attach(body)

  {

    this.sling.bodyB = body

  }

}
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Refinements 


Unit #2 refinements


Introduction


We are going to make this into a more playable game. Firstly make sure 
that you have saved what you have done already and even duplicate it 
incase anything goes horribly wrong. Then open up a completely new 
sketch and we will make an angry bird, then a box and make a few other 
minor changes.  
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Make a new new sketch just for this purpose to create a png of the angry 
bird to be put into the sketch as an image. Sp copy the code and when you 
have created your image you simply click on the image in the canvas and it 
is then downloaded onto your computer as a png image. Save it somewhere 
you can find it again e.g. on your desktop. It will have transparent 
background so all you will see is the bird’s head. 


Games 9.2.1 creating angry bird.png

bird.png sketch

let c

function setup() 

{

  c = createCanvas(400, 400)

  strokeWeight(5)

  stroke(0)

  rectMode(CENTER)

}

function draw() 

{

  fill(200, 0, 0)

  ellipse(110, 80, 100, 50)

  

  push()

  translate(180, 50)

  rotate(0.7)

  ellipse(0, 0, 100, 50)

  pop()

  

  ellipse(width/2, height/2, 300, 250)
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  noStroke()

  ellipse(110, 80, 98, 48)

  

  push()

  translate(180, 50)

  rotate(0.7)

  noStroke()

  ellipse(0, 0, 98, 48)

  pop()

  

  strokeWeight(2)

  fill(255)

  stroke(0)

  ellipse(170, 210, 75, 50)

  ellipse(230, 210, 75, 50)

  noStroke()

  circle(200, 220, 30)

  stroke(0)

  fill(0)

  circle(180, 210, 20)

  circle(220, 210, 20)

  

  push()

  translate(160, 190)

  rotate(0.2)

  rect(0, 0, 80, 20)

  pop()

  

  push()

  translate(240, 190)

  rotate(-0.2)

  rect(0, 0, 80, 20)

  pop()
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  rect(200, 215, 2, 40)

  fill(200, 200, 50)

  triangle(200, 215, 150, 300, 250, 300)

  triangle(200, 320, 160, 300, 240, 300)

  noLoop()

}

function mouseClicked() 

{

  saveCanvas(c, 'angryBird', 'png');

}
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angryBird.png downloaded to my 
computer



Go back and open your angry bird game sketches

Create a folder called images

Upload the angryBird.png by dragging the file into the box


Games 9.2.2 adding the bird.png to sketch.js
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Dragging and dropping the file into images folder



Make sure that all spellings are exactly as they appear in the sketch, it is 
all very case sensitive. 


sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

let img

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/angryBird.png')

}

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)
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  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key == ' ')

  {

    Matter.World.remove(world, bird.body)

    bird = new Bird(150, 300, 30)

    slingshot.attach(bird.body)

  }

}

function mouseReleased()

{

  setTimeout(() => {slingshot.fly()}, 20)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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In bird.js we change the size of the body circle (still need to play around 
with that) and replace the circle with the image. (Note the image is not 
circular!)


Games 9.2.3 replacing circle with bird.png

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor(x, y, r)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.circle(x, y, r - 10)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.r = r

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(img, 0, 0, this.r*2, this.r*2)

    pop()

  }

}
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Let’s make some boxes, first we make square ones and colour them 
accordingly. 


Games 9.2.4 creating the box.png

box.png sketch

let c

function setup() 

{

  c = createCanvas(400, 400)

  strokeWeight(5)

  stroke(0)

  rectMode(CENTER)

}

function draw() 

{

  fill(110,50,30)

  square(width/2, height/2, 380)

  for (let i = 40; i < 400; i += 40)

  {

    line(i, 10, i, height-10)

  }

  line(40, 10, width-10, height-40)

  line(10, 40, width-40, height-10)

  push()

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  rotate(0.785)

  noStroke()

  rect(0, 0, 495, 38)

  pop()

  noLoop()
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}

function mouseClicked() 

{

  saveCanvas(c, 'box', 'png');

}
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Looks something like this



Now add it to the main sketch by uploading into images as we did with the 
angryBird.png
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The box.png



Loading the box image. 


Games 9.2.5 loading box image

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

let img

let imgBox

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/angryBird.png')

  imgBox = loadImage('images/box.png')

}

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height-10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {

    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 300-i*75, 50, 75)

  }
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  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key == ' ')

  {

    Matter.World.remove(world, bird.body)

    bird = new Bird(150, 300, 30)

    slingshot.attach(bird.body)

  }

}

function mouseReleased()

{

  setTimeout(() => {slingshot.fly()}, 20)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {

    box.show()

  }
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  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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Now adding the image to the box, making some adjustments to the body 
rectangle


Games 9.2.6 changing box.js

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w-5, h-5)

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(imgBox, 0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Let’s make the grass, remember to click on the image (canvas) to download 
it. 


Games 9.2.7 creating the grass png

grass.png sketch

let c

function setup() 

{

  c = createCanvas(600, 20)

  strokeWeight(1)

}

function draw() 

{

  for (let i = 0; i < width; i++)

  {

    stroke(0, random(100, 200), 0)

    line(i, height, i, height - random(10, 20))

  }

  noLoop()

}

function mouseClicked() 

{

  saveCanvas(c, 'grass', 'png');

}
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Something like this



Add it to the files in images and change the sketch.js accordingly, also 
change the colour of the background to a nice blue


Games 9.2.8 adding grass image to sketch.js

sketch.js

let ground

let box

let bird

let engine

let world

let mConstraint

let boxes = []

let slingshot

let img

let imgBox

let imgGrass

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/angryBird.png')

  imgBox = loadImage('images/box.png')

  imgGrass = loadImage('images/grass.png')

}

function setup()

{

  const canvas = createCanvas(600, 400)

  engine = Matter.Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  ground = new Ground(width/2, height - 10, width, 20)

  for ( let i = 0; i < 3; i++)

  {
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    boxes[i] = new Box(450, 200-i*50, 50, 50)

  }

  bird = new Bird(50, 300, 30)

  slingshot = new Slingshot(150, 300, bird.body)

  Matter.Runner.run(engine)

  const mouse = Matter.Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  mouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  const options = {mouse: mouse}

  mConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  Matter.World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key == ' ')

  {

    Matter.World.remove(world, bird.body)

    bird = new Bird(150, 300, 30)

    slingshot.attach(bird.body)

  }

}

function mouseReleased()

{

  setTimeout(() => {slingshot.fly()}, 20)

}

function draw()

{

  background(100, 200, 250)

  ground.show()

  for (let box of boxes)

  {
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    box.show()

  }

  bird.show()

  slingshot.show()

}
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We make small adjustments to the size of the rectangle in matter.js and 
add the image of the grass


Games 9.2.9 adding grass to ground.js

ground.js

class Ground

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Matter.Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h-5)

    this.body.isStatic = true

    Matter.World.add(world, this.body)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

  }

  

  show()

  {

    const pos = this.body.position

    const angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(imgGrass, 0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Final look


Challenges

1. Put the line behind the bird

2. Make more friction between the boxes, they slide a bit over each other

3. Look at the real game and develop it along those lines

4. Create other birds

5. Different obstacles 
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Still a bit of work to refine but it gives you a starting point


